We use this theorem of Yamashita as our point of departure.
In section 2, we generalize Theorem y by proving that if f is a normal meromorphic function in D, then for each positive integer n > I there exists a constant c,(/) such that It is of interest to note that the function f (z):(l-z)exp {tlQ-z)} is not a normal function, but all of its derivatives are normal functions, and the conclusion of Theorem I is satisfied by / for n>2 (but not n:l).
The following example illustrates the power of Theorem l.
For each positive integer n, let zo:l-e'" and let x":l-(ll2)e-n. whenever l"f @l = l.
P"(f)
we obtain the desired result.
We remark that our proof can be modified to yield a theorem concerning a normal family, and we state the result without proof. 
